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        Our heating bill is too high. We want to lower our bill without sacrificing on comfort.
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        Our priority is to enjoy sustainable comfort in terms of heating and hot water.
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        We want to replace our boiler by a more efficient one. And if everything could be adjusted remotely, that would be perfect.
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        Our family is very committed to environmental protection. This begins by choosing the best possible heating solution.
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            With Eco-Solutions, De Dietrich has thought about everything so you can concentrate on your well-being.
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        Calculate your consumption


        
Only a few clicks are needed to find the Eco-Solution meeting your requirements after calculating your actual energy consumption.
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        Choose your Eco-Solution


        
De Dietrich's products include an Eco-Solution which really corresponds to your needs.
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        Find a heating specialist


        
The size of De Dietrich's network ensures that there will be a professional located nearby who will provide you with the best possible assistance in meeting your expectations.
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        Leverage your expertise 
  with Eco-Solutions


        
De Dietrich assists you with the Eco-Solutions tools and services especially designed for you.


        
        
        find out about our eco-solutions
services for professionnal users

            



        
        
        
        
    

    
Replace your boiler, reduce your energy bill, choose your energy, etc.
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    Energy labelling instructions for use


    
        From September 26th 2015, hot water and heating appliances will carry an energy label. The purpose : to provide you with clear, objective information to allow you to make an informed choice of a product.
The symbols on this label indicate :

	the manufacturer's name,
	the product's energy efficiency, the highest efficiency being A+++,
	the sound level,
	whether the product is used for heating or hot water or both, etc.
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